
 

                                   
Date :                                        Grade  - 5     Subject – English      
Worksheet – 1 
1.Find out the meaning of  the following words and use them in your daily conversation. 
     Skilled, marvellous , silly , unskillful , swiftly 
2. Unscramble the letters and form a meaningful word: 
      eelvrc,  urelc,  reac , outnc, coolsh 
3.Simles: 
 Complete this similes. 
(a) as pretty as ________  (b) as light as_________  (c) as busy as _______ 
(d) as fresh as _________ (e) as soft as___________ (f) as hard as_________ 
(g) as hungry as ________ (i)as blue as__________  (j)as kind as__________ 
(k) as new as ___________ 
4. Sentence (Let’s learn) 
Definition: A sentence is a group of words which makes  a complete sense.It always start 
with a capital letter. 
Parts of sentence 
*There are basic two parts of sentence – the subject and the predicate. 
*The person , animal, or things that is talked about is called the subject. 
*The part of the sentence that tells us about the subject is called the predicate. 
5.Circle the subject and under the predicate in these sentences. 
(i) The cat can decide which mouse is better. 
(ii) Our teacher discussed our class project. 
(iii) Their old mango tree was destroyed in the storm 
(iv) The Republic day parade always brings out a crowd. 
(v) Some photos remain in your mind for years. 
(vi) The minister addressed the members of the press. 
(vii) India beat New Zealand in yesterday’s match. 
(viii) Many people visited Anita at the hospital. 
(ix) Have you seen the new Superman film? 
(x) What a spectacular catch that was!  
Know your value 
6. Make a list of some “acts of kindness” that can make our earth a better place to live. 

 

 

 

 



                                         
 
Date :                                        Grade  - 5     Subject – English      
Worksheet – 2 
1. Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage carefully. 
David McCord was born on 15 December 1897 in New York City. He studied at 
Harvard University, and later was a part of the Harvard Fund Council, a fund raising 
section of the university. As executive director for 38 years of the Harvard 
College Fund, McCord helped raise millions of dollars. 
McCord was fond of writing and was also an editor of the Harvard Magazine for 
about six years. 
He is best remembered for his poetry for children. He was noted for his creative, 
rhythmic, and oft en whimsical poems. He wrote more than 500 poems and was 
the author or editor of more than 50 books. His most popular books include 
Far and Few: Rhymes of the Never Was and Always Is, All Day Long: Fifty Rhymes of 
the Never Was and Always Is, and One at a Time. He also edited an anthology of 
humorous verse, What Cheer. 
He died in Boston on 13 April 1997, at the age of 99. 
A. Tick the correct answers for the following. 
1. Who was David McCord? 
a. An American poet.                                      b. An English writer. 
c. An Australian journalist.    d. An Indian story teller. 
2. David McCord was_________ 
a. a part of the Harvard University.  b. a part of the Columbia University. 
c. a part of the Howard University.  d. a part of the Harvard Fund Council. 
3. How is he best remembered as? 
a. As one who wrote stories for children. b. As one who wrote poetry for children. 
c. As one who wrote novels for children. d. As one who wrote essays for children. 
4. Approximately how many poems did he write in his lifetime? 
a. Two hundred       b. One hundred    c. Five hundred          d. Fifty 
5. Suggest a title for this passage. 
B. Complete the following sentences by skimming information from the 
passage. 
1. David McCord worked in a _____________ organisation. 
2. He was a student of the _____________. 
3. He was famous for _____________ and _____________ poems. 
4. On 13 April 1997, he died in _____________ at _____________ years of age  
 2. Arrange the words in alphabetical order. 
    Doctor, corona , surgery, virus, injection, forceps ,vaccine 
     Now say with which field they are associated with? 
3.Write the antonyms of the following words. 
    Buy, cheap, wide, clean, regular, tidy 
 



 
 
4 Sentence: 
* There are four types of sentences: 
(a) Assertive or Declarative sentences , are sentences that state something either positive y  
(b) Interrogative sentences ask question and end with  question mark(?). 
(c)  Imperative sentences express a command ,a request or give an advice. 
(d) Exclamatory sentences are used to express strong, feelings, and have an exclamation 
mark(!) at the end. 
5. Identify what kind of sentence each of the following is. 
(i) what a wonderful day! 
(ii) Annie, are you ok? 
(iii) Honesty is the policy. 
(iv) Do not eat so much ice cream. 
(v)  I saw a man petting a dog. 
(vi) Stop talking now. 
(vii)India beat New Zealand in yesterday’s match. 
(viii) Many people visited Anita at the hospital. 
(ix) Have you seen the new Superman film? 
(x) What a spectacular catch that was!  
 
6.Learn  and write:  
Paragraph on “ Save forests” 
 
Forests play a very   important role  in the life cycle and maintain the ecosystem of the 
earth. Forests are  made up of trees ,grasses, shrubs . They are an eco system which 
includes many plants and animals. Forests  help us in many ways. They give us life saving 
oxygen gas, wood, timbers, medicinal herbs and many more. They prevent flood, soil 
erosion  , control and manage the effects of wind, sun and rain. But nowadays forest are 
cutting by human beings  thoughtlessly . Saving the forest is the most essential part of the 
21st century because they are on the way of extinction. We can save forest by controlling 
deforestation, by planned  afforestation and by controlling population explosion .The trees 
of forest must not be cut but if cut there should be replanting on large scale to eco-balance 
of the environment.    
 
 
 
Boost up your mind 
What is always in front of  you but can’t  be  seen? 


